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Main Feature  

1. Adopt dry-type bubble spray cleaning technology, maximum efficient 

dust removal, and low moisture content, immediate use after clean. 

2. Instant service with 20 seconds only to clean one carpet. 

3. High quality water absorb rod using imported Japanese material, 

effectively clean the leftover of dirt and bubble. 

4. With water absorb rod showering function, to keep the water absorb rod 

clean. 

5. With automatic self-protection stop and alarm function when the foam 

finished. 

6. Inner electricity leakage protection device for safety. 

  

Technical Data  
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BD-WS400 Economical Brushless Car Wash  
 

Main Feature  

BD-WS400 economical brushless car wash is designed and manufacture with advanced American 

technology. Its structure is compact. The area it needed is small and it is with functions of high pressure 

water rinsing, spraying foam agent, spraying light wax and so on. This economical brushless car wash has a 

good adaptability for washing site, low price and easy to maintain, which is an ideal choice for a small car 

wash and beauty center.  

 The structure of BD-WS400 car wash is double rotating arm, and can wash cars all-round. As the small 

areas it needed, it is suitable for the wash room which the width is enough but the length is short. 

Technical Data  
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BD-WS500 Touch-Free Roll-Over Car Wash 
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Water Recycling System  
 

 

Capacity: 3T to 10 T /H  

Filter: quartz sands, activated carbon etc  

Filtration speed: 8 M³ /H  
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 BD-TX380 Tunnel Car Wash  
 

Bond Tunnel Car Wash  is used to carry out the hi-pressure wash, agent wash, brush wash, wax, drying 

and polishing for the surface of cars and various minibus. After a vehicle is sent into the wash room by 

conveyor, it first rinses away tiny grit and dust attached on the car completely by high pressure water, and 

then wash all-round the car by spraying foam and several sets of special wash brush, and finally it uses high 

pressure blowers and three sets of special polishing brush to dry and wipe the car, which makes the bright 

surface of car like a new one. 

  

Main Feature  

1. Professional washes for cars, jeeps and all kinds of minibus. 

2. Adopting advance technology and full module design, which can be combined to more than ten different 

functions for different needs. 

3. The main electrical components are imported from famous foreign factory, which can ensure safe and 

reliable. 

4. Unique fault self-testing system. 

5. Adopting the most advanced wash brushes which can wash completely. 

6. The transparent glass shape which is luxurious. 

7. Touch panel control screen is easy to operate.  

8. Adopting the advanced high pressure system. 

9. High pressure pre-wash, agent wash, brush wash, spraying wax, drying and polishing in one turn. 

  

Technical Data  
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